The complexity of telerobotic operations in a cluuered environment is exacerbated by the need to present collision information to the operator in an understandable fashion. In addition to preventing movements which will cause collisions, a system providing some form of virtual force reflection (VFR) is desirable. With this goal in mind, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) has installed a kinematically similar master/slave system and developed a whole arm collision avoidance system which interacts directly with the telerobotic controller. LLNL has also provided a structure to allow for automated upgrades of worked models and provide collision avoidance even in a dynamically chaiging worked!.
Introduction
Telerobotics has recently become an active area of research. These efforts have largely been driven by the need to perform complex tasks in hazardous environments (1,2,3,4) Such is the case in radioactive waste processing, space-based assembly, and high voltage work. Humans tend to be included in the control loop when novel or emergency situations arise. The objective of telerobotics, then, is to allow humans to stay in the control loop but out of the hazardous environment. A typical telerobotic system consists of a human, a control arm, and a remote arm. In such a case, the human manipulates a control arm and the remote arm follows kinematically similar motions.
At Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) there are several tasks requiring the performance of complex manipulation in a hazardous environment. Because of the hazardous nature of these tasks, these manipulations need to be performed remotely. The need for these remote presence manipulators has driven the development oftelerobotics systems at LLNL.
A representative telerobotic task is the manipulation of mixed waste. Mixed waste is defined as waste containing both a radioactive hazard and a biological hazard such as a carcinogen or toxin. There are currently over 3 million cubic yards of mixed waste throughout the Department of Energy (DOE) (5)• LLNL, other national labs and weapons sites have the responsibility for treatment of this waste. As part of LLNL responsibilities, LLNL is building a pilot scale system to treat low level mixed waste called the Mixed Waste Management Facility (MWMF).
LLNL will construct a facility to develop, demonstrate, test and evaluate the integration and operation of the best available mixed waste treatment technologies that provide alternatives to incineration for the treatment of low-level mixed wastes. MWMF will be designed to support the DOE's National Mixed Waste Strategic Plan and will provide major technical support to the solution of mixed waste treatment problems at other DOE sites. The conduct of such a development, and demonstration project at LLNL will greatly benefit the efforts of DOE and the State of California in fmding solutions to the ireatment of mixed wastes for disposal.
The decontamination of mixed waste in general involves the separation of materials, many in plastic bags, into treatable categories. Mixed waste will be sorted into categories including combustibles, metals, surface contaminated solids, and vitrifiable materials. All organic toxins will be oxidized, but waste will not be incinerated. After the toxins have been oxidized, the waste will be separated into reclaimable materials and low level radioactive waste to be stored. To accomplish this process, a large number of tasks must be accomplished with telerobotic systems.
The remote manipulation tasks inside the MWMF facility will include; venting barrels, dumping of barrels, size reduction of waste, singulation of solid objects, sensor manipulations, sample handling, transportation of waste and equipment, and maintenance of all equipment in containment enclosures. Although, many of these operations can be performed with hard automation, some operations will require telerobotic interaction. Collisions by the robot may precipitate the spread of contamination or cause damage to MWMF systems or the telerobot. Given the nature of the material to be handled, said collisions are unacceptable.
Since the waste to be manipulated is perpetually changing, the environment can be considered unknown. To navigate in this unknown environment, an accurate measurement of that environment is required. The more accurate the measurement of the environment, the better the operation of the collision avoidance system. This measurement of the workspace will be referred to as workcell calibration.
Workcell Modeling
Initial work in the area of workcell modeling at LLNL has relied on CAD models. In high accuicy collision avoidance, the CAD model of the work space can be adjusted for errors in the robot positioning. By compensating for this positional error, the robot positional accuracy can approach the robot positional repeatability. This compensation will be referred to as robot calibration.
The workcell becomes dynamic and unknown when waste objects are introduced into the system. At this point, CAD modeling tends to be insufficient for workcell calibration. Therefore, a sensor system capable of providing geometric information for the workcell model will be needed. The sensor being incorporated is an optical range sensor. The optical range sensor maps the distance from the sensor to each point in a video image. Experimentation with two types of optical range sensor have been completed.
Range Sensors
The first employs binocular vision. A binocular vision range sensor uses two video cameras separated by a known distance (see Figure 1 ). All points common to both images are determined by measuring relative intensity information for each image pixel. After a point is determined to exist in both images, the distance from the point to the binocular range sensor is determined by triangulation. The binocular range sensor(6) can make accurate models of surfaces but, because it is dependent on relative image intensity, it is subject to error from spectral reflection. Specular reflection is a particular problem with certain materials like plastic bags. The intensity information in each view of a bag can have a large variance depending on lighting sources. The variance in the intensity information can create errors in the determination of points common to both images producing large errors in triangulation. To minimize the errors from specular reflection, multiple algorithms for determining which points are common to both images are combined. Although these algorithms require extensive computation resources, binocular vision has additional advantages beyondjust measuring the range data. Binocular vision can also provide binocular three-dimension vision for an operator during teleoperation and poses no eye safety issues. These advantages motivate the continued investigation of binocular vision sensors.
Another optical range sensor being investigated is a structured lighting system developed by Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL). The structured lighting system is similar to the binocular vision system, but uses a single video input and a laser light fan (see Figure 2 ). The laser light fan draws lines on surfaces at set angles relative to the video input. The drawn line is captured in the video image and the effective angle, q2, is determined directly from this image (see Equation 1 ). Since the structured lighting system range picture is not dependent on the relative intensity of two video images, as is the binocular vision range sensor, structured lighting allows for simplified determination of height calculations using triangulation. Still another method of obtaining range images is laser radar, commercially available for scanning parts and workspaces. In addition to the simplification of height calculations, a structured light range sensor is less subject to specular reflections than binocular vision range sensors. In the case of waste objects in plastic bags, the laser penetrates the plastic bags and allows for modeling of the actual waste instead of the bag. The negative aspects of structured lighting are the eye safety issues, and laser energy needed to insure sufficient light laser reflections for the camera to detect.
CAD Modeling
An individual range picture is insufficient for generating CAD models of the work space. Range images from multiple views must be collected and combined to complete workcell calibration. These multiple views will be obtained by having the robot manipulate the optical range sensor. The robotic manipulation of the range sensor has multiple advantages. First, the sensor can be used to model the interior of waste containers by using the robot to place the sensor through an entry hole. Second, as the robot moves, it can continually monitor for changes in the workspace and upgrade the workcell model transparent to the operator. In addition, by using the robot for sensor manipulation, the sensor can be used for robot calibration. Although both optical range sensors have been tested, a system capable of determining the complete CAD model has not yet been integrated. There are several commercial vendors emerging which can convert multiple range images into CAD data files, but a commercial system is not scheduled to be integrated into the LLNL collision avoidance (CA) system until 1994.
Collision Avoidance System
The LLNL CA system works in concert, with a graphical programming system and a force reflecting hand-controller. Before a collision occurs, a retarding force is applied to both the robot and the teleoperator input system. These retarding forces slow the robot down to prevent damaging coffisions and inform the teleoperator of the collision in a non obtrusive manner. Clearly, since such a CA must operate in real time, this is a computationally thunting task, especially in a changing workcell. To accomplish this task, a potential fields based approh, known as the segmentation algorithm (SA) was developed.
The SA algorithm was designed with the following statement in mind: a teleoperator should be able to manipulate a control arm to easily move a remote arm through a complex, dynamic workspe in a collision-free manner. Inherent in this statement is the need for fast, on-line CA processing. However, the potential fields approach has heavy computational costs associated with it. The SA addresses this problem by employing two levels of segmentation to reduce these costs. The first level uses a linear workspace grid to separate the robot and objects by spatial location. Objects which are outside of the threshold distance, d, are not processed. Objects within d units of the robot apply virtual forces which are reflected to the teleoperator. The second level segments the robot arm by link (or sublink). In this way, only segments of the arm which have objects close to them are processed.
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Systems Overview
In terms of overall teleoperation system control, CA is accomplished by adding torque's to the control arm which counteract the human operator's dangerous movements. The basic flow graph is shown in Figure 3 . In the figure, t is the torque due to the human operator's manipulation, and t is the torque generated by the CA system. The run-time input to the CA system is the current remote arm configuration, q. This information, coupled with the known locations of the workspace objects, is used to calculate appropriate output torques to apply to the control arm to avoid any obstacles. As stated above, these torque's provide virtual force reflection to the teleoperator. Fig. 3 . Basic control scheme for a telerobotic system with CA.
Note the arrow between the "Collision Avoidance System" and "Remote Arm Controller" blocks in Figure 3 . It represents a wide variety of information that could be sent directly to the remote arm controller, bypassing the control arm loop. For example, since most control arms can be over-powered by a human operator, there may be times when the human, perhaps unwittingly, overcomes the CA torque's, tca. In this case it is necessary to send commands directly to the remote arm controller to avoid collision.
The controller arm used in the initial implementation was a Schilling force reflecting master arm. The Schilling master arm is a six axis robotic arm capable of supplying 3 lbs force along each axis with a maximum bandwidth of approximately 3 Hz. The Schilling master arm is manipulated by a teleoperator and the ann can control the forces exerted on the teleoperator. To maximize the useful operating range of the Schilling master, the forces needed to maintain the Schilling master arm position were minimized. The forces on each joint of the Schilling master ann were measured and all forces were amplified with a positive force feedback loop. This positive force feedback had the effect of pulling the master arm away from any operator induced forces, minimizing the forces an operator needed to impart on the master arm movement. In addition, a complete gravity compensation system was included to eliminate the effective weight of the ann in the controller.
The robot controlled was a Puma 562. An interface to the VAL II controller from a real time system is accomplished using a software package developed by Sandia National Labs called Sequential Modular Architecture for Robots and Teleoperation (SMART). The real time operating system communicates to the CA and the Schilling controller using a dedicated Ethernet line and Berkeley Construct message handler (see Figure 4) . 
Collision Avoidance Algorithm Development
The concepts on which the SA is founded are developed in this section. It opens with a discussion of the workcell model which consists of robot and workspace primitives. Next, the hierarchical segmentation techniques mentioned above are explained and their effects investigated. This is followed by a detailed description of the SA's run-time operation. In addition, the control arm joint torques and velocities are derived. Finally, procedures which account for dynamic workcell conditions are developed.
Workcell Model Description
The workceil is composed of the robot and the objects within its reach. These, in turn, are made up of primitives. Recall that a primitive is one of a set of geometric objects that in sum represent a real object. The SA assumes that there are two basic typesrobot primitives (rprinis) and workspace primitives (wprims). In order to emphasize the general nature of the SA, no particular geometries have been chosen for the rprims and wprims.
Rprims, denoted by r, model the surface of the robot. In this paper, it is assumed that there is one rprim for each of theI links of the robot. In addition to its intrinsic geometry, each rprim has associated with it a bounding box (bbox) which completely encloses the rprim and is rectilinear in the world coordinate frame (Os). The bbox makes it easy to identify the general region in which the rprim lies. Each rprim is considered to be rigidly attached to a coordinate frame (Oj), the location of which is determined by the robot's Denavait-Haitenburg (D-H) parameters.
Wprims, denoted by w, model the surface of workspace objects. Wprims differ from rprims in two ways: they do not have bbox but do have a field strength attribute. Actually, the field strength is an array of strengths, with one element for each rprim. Each element in the array is an indication of the strength with which this wprim will repel the corresponding rprim. As will be seen in later, this attribute allows for an interaction between the robot and its environment known as obstacle accommodation. Every wprim is considered to be rigidly attached to a coordinate frame (Ow).
Segmentation Scheme
It was noted previously that the operator should be able to feel nearby objects in the remote arm's environment. The term "nearby" indicates that objects outside some threshold distance, 8, will not generate torques on the control arm. Indeed, objects outside the threshold distance represent no danger of collision and applying the corresponding torques would only serve to confuse the operator. Therefore, these objects can be excluded from collision avoidance processing. This fact underlies the speed gains that can be achieved through workspace segmentation.
When 5 is a fraction of the length of the arm, a wprim that is within S units of some part of the arm will tend to bemore than S units away from some other part of the arm. This statement implies that segmenting the robot arm minimizes the number of rprims involved in collision avoidance processing. For example, in Figure 5the wprims closest to link 2 are more than S units away from link 1. Therefore, no distance calculations need to be made between these wprims and link 1. The most obvious segmentation scheme breaks the arm down by link, but sublink segmentation is justifiable in certain situations. :.
• Time to calculate the torque due to a distance vector Tu Time spend using the SA Algorithm While the equation remains much the same, the performance improvement can be dramatic, as will be seen later in this paper.
Basic SA Operation
The SA is quite complex in its complete form, but an attempt is made here to describe its run-time operation. Every Tu seconds, the new robot joint position, q, is received from the remote arm controller (see Figure 3) . First, the search region for rprim i is determined by transforming its bbox, bb from O to ( rbbo = TOrbb A one grid segment buffer is added to the grid space bbox. The enlarged grid space bbox is the search region for rprim i. If the search region has no wprims in it, then no further processing of this i-prim takes place. Otherwise, a forward kinematic transform is applied to the rprim's geometry and the distance vectors (and corresponding control arm torques) between the rprun and all wprims in the search region are determined. This procedure is continued for i. . .j. A pseudo-code version of the procedure is given below. made. This is very significant when one considers that while carrying out most tasks, only the end-effector is close to any workspace objects. Likewise, only a small percentage of all wprims in the workspace will be near the robot during any given update period (and even these will tend to be near the end-effector). Therefore, Nrd and Nwd will indeed be small with respect to (ws.t.) Nw and Nr respectively.
Joint Torque Derivation
In this section, a derivation of the torques to be applied to the control arm is presented. Recall that the torques arise when some part of the robot comes near a workspace object. Each wprim projects a potential (force) field into the workspace whose strength is inversely related to the distance from the wprim. In SA parlance, the distance and direction between the two primitives is called a distance vector. The distance vector in turn becomes a virtual force applied to the remote arm at the point nearest the wprim. The torque on each control arm joint is a summation of the torque's generated by the virtual forces of all wprims within d units of all rprims.
As noted above, the particular geometries of rprims and wprims have intentionally been left unspecified. This makes the task of deriving the distance vector between two primitives somewhat unstructured. Fortunately, a large body of published material on the subject of minimum distance calculation exists (7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12) et at. Therefore, it is assumed here that the distance vector between wprizn i and rprimj can be calculated as d, =IFJ -will i = 1• .N j = 1.. .N8 (6) Since joints k=1.. . j can be controlled to help avoid a collision at jointj, the lever arms and distance vectors given w.r.t. °k need to be determined. Figure 6 depicts these relationships. 
where Rkj is the rotation matrix from °k t Of. The virtual force vector is inversely related to the distance vector and is given by
where Czj is wi's field strength w.r.t. rj Zjj controls the degree of interaction between Wj and r3. When Ctj is at a, maximum, the repelling force 1zjk is large and no contact is allowed. When •j is zero, however, 1zjk zero and the i-prim and wprim can touch. This flexibility is essential for allowing the end-effector to approach and grasp workspace objects while still maintaining CA for the rest of the arm.
As seen in Figure 6 , 'if is the lever arm from the point on the rprim nearest the wprim to the joint j origin. This lever arm, expressed as Vjk in °k is "jk =TJkvj (9) In general, a torque is calculated in vector form as t = vY 1, but since revolute joints only rotate about the z-axis, zjk = k(vjfz:jky -vjyfzpr)
where a is a positive gain constant appropriate for control of joint k. When multiple wpnms act on the robot, the effects on the joint torques are cumulative. Thus the torque on joint k due to the Nwd wprims acting on the robot is
Alternatively, the joint torques can be found by use of a modified Jacobian,j3). In this case,
where J is the robot's Jacobian from 00 to O with the link lengths replaced by the corresponding components of vjk defined above. SP1E Vol. 2057/ 1S7 yO zo 0
Note that Equation (1 1) doesn't represent the entire torque actually applied to each joint. It is the total torque added to help the teleoperator avoid collisions-denoted as tca in Figure 3 . In the next section, the question of what are the joint velocity maximums? is addreSSed.
Dynamk WorkceHs
The SA exhibits it's flexibility by easily accounting for rotations, translations, and grasping of workspace objects. This is a distinct advantage over neural network and configuration space methods. In C-space approaches, for example, when the robot picks up a sizable object, the entire memory map may have to be regenerated. This is not a reasonable solution for complex threedimensional workspaces. In the SA, however, these events are accounted for by kinematic transformations.
Assuming that wprims are rigidly auached to their coordinate frames, rotation and translation can be accomplished by updating the transform relating Oç to Ow Tow. Arbitrary rotations of coordinate frames can be accomplished in many ways. One common method is called the Euler Angles Representation (14)• In this representation, the following sequence of rotations are carried out : f about the z axis, q about the rotated x axis, and y about the (twice) rotated z axis. Translation of thecoordinate frame by some vector distance, v, is accomplished by extending the Eulerian rotation matrix into a homogeneous transformation matrix
Te[ø0 1
where Re is the Eulerian rotation matrix. Thus, when a wprim is rotated and translated according to Te, is adjusted according to TbwTeT0w (14) When the robot picks up an object, it's wprim(s) become rigidly auached to the coordinate frame Oj (the end-effectors coordinate frame). As far as the SA is concerned, it is simply an extension of the end-effector and as such is protected from collision. Obviously, the wprim(s) is deleted from the workspace grid at this time. When the object is released, the problem becomes unstructured because the final orientation of the object is unknown. Even if the approach vector for release is the same as when the object was picked up, it could tip, topple, or roll when released. In this case it is safest to use sensors to remodel andadd the object to the list of workspace primitives.
Performance Analysis Performance Metrics and Simulation Environment
In a telerobotic system, the primary performance metric is the update frequency, fu. At the human operator level, fu> 30 Hz translates into useful force feedback information (15) That is, when the remote arm approaches a workspace object, the operator will feel crisp, clean forces on the control arm. By contrast, asfu A 4 8 Hz, said forces may seem to be sluggish and somewhat out of sync with any visual feedback. Below 4 Hz, the operator will begin to notice a distinct time lag between control arm manipulations, visual feedback, and torques coming in from the CA system (see Figure 3) .
The simulations used a Puma 560 robot with Nr 6 located in a 3000 mm3 woricspace. Points and boxes were chosen as primitive geometries for rprims and wprims respectively. All objects in the workspace were modeled with a maximum error of 25mm3.
Typical simulations were conducted in the following manner. Let's assume that Nw is the parameter of interest: all other SSM parameters are held constant. Now, during any single update period, the SA's performance is a function of the arm configuration, the number of wprims in the workspace, and where those wprims are located. Hence, fu(q,N,w), (17) where w is a sample taken from wpiim distribution W (i.e. where the wprims are located). Averaging the measured values °fu (q,Nw, w) over large sets of q and w removes the conesponding dependencies. This yields the desired relationship off(N). Figure 7 shows the relationship between f and Nw for various buffer sizes, 8. As either S or Nw iflCTi&5, performance degrades. The figure shows that with a 12cm buffer around the robot arm and the workspace modeled by 250 wprims, an f of greater than 30 Hz is feasible.
Perhaps the best way of comparing the SA to the BFA is to look at the frequency with which important routines are called. For example, matrix multiplications are used extensively in forward kinematic transformations and torque vector calculations. In addition, point to box distance calculations are carried out between the hundreds of points making up the robot arm and the boxes representing workspace objects. In Table 1 , the number of calls to matrix multiplication and distance vector calculation routines are shown for simulations run on equivalent workcells. The striking difference in number of calls to each routine stands as a testament to the fact that in the SA, most of the rprims and wprims are eliminated from processing during any given update period. Even more important than the speed up factor of the SA system, it shows the Puma 560 can be controlled with collision avoidance while maintaining f > 30 Hz with a maximum error of 25 mm. Also, as the computation power is increased the resolution can be improved. 
Conclusions
The experimental system described demonstrates that usable collision avoidance can be obtained using off the shelf technology. Combining the segmentation algorithm mapping system with the workcell calibration system under development, a completely transparent collision avoidance system is possible with current technology. This form of collision avoidance provides virtual force reflection in an inherent manner for an operator to understand the remaining usable joints. Each object in a workcell generate a retarding potential field to each joint of the robot To improve the update frequency of the collision avoidance, the segmentation algorithm system was developed, which increased the frequency response of the collision avoidance by a ft of 10 beyond the brute force algorithm. As an added bonus beyond collision avoidance, the proposed structure of the system will provide a continuously updated workcell model for maintaining system modeling and off-line programming. With the technology described, a resolution of 25 mm squared was obtained, but with faster computation resources, a commensurate improvement in resolution can be obtained. 
